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•
President's Message

What a great day we shared with three other associates at
Silver Lake Golf Club in May. In spite of the rain, 135 avid
golfers enjoyed the beautiful conditions that host superinten-
dent Dudley Smith and his staff provided us. During the rain
delay, it was great to visit with the other superintendents as well
as break even in a little gin game. Make plans now to attend
this joint meeting next year to be played at Eagle Ridge in
Galena, Illinois.

By now, everyone should have their annuals planted, trees
planted and spring projects completed. Time now to maintain
our golf courses to keep them in the best possible playing con-
ditions under the existing circumstances. On the south side this
year, it has been extremely dry and sometimes very hot for this
early in the year. Maybe we are getting August weather in May.

•
I was a bit surprised one morning to find authorities from the
E.P.A. at my shop. They came to inspect my vehicles that were
purchased with emission control systems as well as my fuel
storage facilities. These people told me that they were going
to start visiting Chicago area golf courses and making in-
spections to make sure we were abiding by the rules. Needless
to say, I was caught with a faulty nozzle, improper labeling of
my storage facilities, as well as a few minor violations which
I was required to remedy A.S.A.P. I only mention this to warn
many of you that might get an unscheduled visit from these
people.

•
Joe P. Williamson, C.G.C.S.
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•
MAGCS Directors Column

April Showers
by Jim Evans, Supt.

Turnberry Country Club, Crystal Lake, IL

How could I possibly write this column without first men-
tioning the weather. I have been waiting for a rainy day to sit
back and relax, take my time, and write a dissertation on the
cause, prevention and control ofthatch. Being that this column
is due for printing this week and that this morning is the first
rainout since last November, I thought it would be a good op-
portunity to start writing.

•

The weather has and always will be a topic of conversation.
For the golf course superintendent it's a way of life, we live
or die by what mother nature deals us. What's the old adage,
if you don't like the weather in Chicago wait ten minutes and
it will change. I've always dreamed about moving further north
to Minnesota or perhaps Wisconsin where the growing season
is shorter and the hockey season is longer. But my wife was
born and raised in the south and she has made it known that
Chicago is as far north as she is going. After a perfect vacation
in Florida this March, I thought to myself this is paradise, 600

at night and 800 in the day and always sunshine. My wife loved
the climate and she kept saying maybe we. should move down
here. Sun, swimming and fun all the time, but I kept remind-
ing myself this is just a vacation. I can't imagine maintaining
a golf course 12 months a year when I have a difficult time with
Chicago's short but intense growing season. Besides, I don't
like six months of continuous 900+ weather and it doesn't rain
in Florida anymore either. Arizona is nice in the winter and
during the summer with the low humidity, 118 0 in the shade
feels like only 980 in the Chicago sun. San Diego has the world's
perfect climate, that is what everyone tells me. If it was that
perfect, everyone would move there, and then the population
would be larger than Mexico City. So I am not going to pack
my bags yet, at least not for California. We did start packing
though, and we will move in July, at least four blocks further
from where we now live in Crystal Lake. Yes folks, Crystal
Lake does have the perfect climate, at least ten days in the year
are perfect, and that is enough to make us settle here.

•

When I worked at clubs on the hot, humid south side of
Chicago, everyone talked about the cool north side and how
nice it was up there. So I moved up here to Turnberry and landed
on bluegrass fairways and automatic irrigation. Carl Landgrebe
used to call it a true "rocking chair" golf course, the kind where
ya' just sit back, kick your feet up, and take it easy. Dick Trevar-
than calls it "God's country." I can't complain, these past six
years have been the most challenging and rewarding of my live,
but I will say that the weather this spring has been the prover-
bial "pits". All those years' when every spring we would com-
plain how wet and cold the weather was, and how the weather
changes from winter to summer in one week. So this is the first
year in 25 we have had springlike weather in spring. The
weather has been beautiful, but it is too dry for spring. My wife
and kids think I'm cracking up. They say, "Dad, you are never
happy with the weather. It is either too hot, too cold, too sun-
ny, too cloudy, too wet, too dry, too windy, or too humid but

never perfect." Well, I told them I want to be able to program
the weather. Man has been to the moon and back, and golfers
honestly believe that greenskeepers have control over the
weather, so why not do it. OK, I never want rain on Monday
because it is our only day to work without interference from
golfers, plus it is the grounds crews only day for golf. So when
and how much rain would you like? Monday night between 9
p.m. and 3 a.m., 0.75" rain, and again Thursday night 8 p.m.
to 5 a.m., 1.10" rain. All this rain must be intermittent and
no gully washers please. Temperatures during June, July and
August should be 500 at night and 750 daytime highs with low
relative humidity. September and October can. cool off with an
increase in precipitation. Programming would sure make our
lives a whole lot easier.

Of all the weather, this spring has been the ultimate in frustra-
tion. Maybe because we are not used to watering every night
in April and May. I am certainly not accustomed to seeing
bluegrass fairways under a heat and drought stress this early,
maybe July or August but not now. Even after we got the ir-
rigation system fired up three weeks earlier than usual our
coverage was horrible for the wind was relentless. My assis-
tant started calling the course "Windberry" instead of Turn-
berry. Day and night the wind blows here whether you like it
or not. So we sent everyone out to hand water localized dry
spots. We could only spray one tank of broadleaf herbicide each
day from 6:30 to 8:30 in the morning, after 8:30 you can forget
it. Laying sod or seeding was a lesson in futility. And then there
was the dust storm of the decade. The day started out calm and
sunny. In the morning, we had full intentions of going out and
broadcast seeding the two club entrances we had just spent the
week grading. By lOa. m. my assistant suggested to postpone
the seeding, as the winds blew 60 m.p.h. gusting to 75. The
seed would have landed on Crystal Lake Country Club three
miles to the east. Dust and dirt blew everywhere including our
eyes, nose and throat. On the par 3 14th hole, you could stand
on the tee, if you didn't blow away, and barely see the flag 170
yards away, that is how dark it was. Still there were 40 golfers
that played that day. In all my years, I have never seen anything
like it except maybe a blinding snowstorm.

I could go on and on, discussing and cussing the weather,
which I am sure all of us do to some extent. But no matter what
happens with the weather, there has not been one day when I
didn't look forward to going to work. I can honestly say that
I love the job of being golf course superintendent with all the
ups and downs that go with it. All it takes it one good rain after
a drought and the mental pressure is released. All it takes is
one sunny spring day after two weeks of clouds, or one golfing
member to comment on. how nice the course is and then I am
reborn. I fill up with enthusiasm and I am rejuvenated again,
ready to face another day of challenge, ready to improve this
already great profession. The next time I write an article, I will
be sitting here at my desk, watching the snow pile up, and
dreaming of those warm summer days. Then I will have the
time for an indepth discussion on thatch and my theories on it's
elimination. Until then, keep your head held high, and thank
God we are here, willing and able to work to keep the grass
green.
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What is the Superintendent's Role
in Private Club Management

by Bruce A. Sering, Supt.
Glen View Club, Glen View, IL

Bob Williams, the distinguished retired superintendent from
Bob-O-Link, discussed this subject a decade ago and many of
his ideas are incorporated in this paper. Since we have so many
young superintendents in our profession, I believe it is ap-
propriate to examine the superintendent's function in golf club
operations once again.

First of all the primary source of income for most private
clubs is the golf course. Either directly or indirectly, golf
satisfaction and income are in direct relation to course architec-
ture and course condition. We can substantiate that statement
by observing that golf clubs are pretty lonely places on a rainy
day. When there is no golf, there is little action at the club.
Check your income figures for January, February, and March.

The successful superintendents are those who can fulfill the
club's objectives with the least amount of effort or concern by
the club officials. This superintendent is usually the "take
charge" type of person with executive ability who can steer
course operations and development toward the goals of the long
range plans for the course. He knows the game of golf. He
develops a selling program to implement his ideas and sugges-
tions. One of the superintendent's major efforts must be the con-
stant interpretation of the standard of maintenance his golfers
desire and are willing to pay for. Assuming the superintendents
technical abilities, his ability to program meaningful, accurate
budgets and sell them to the club is perhaps the crux of his suc-
cess. In order to be responsive to a membership, the superinten-
dent must be in close contact with them. He must attend com-
mittee meetings and board meetings. He must converse with
the members in the grill room and out on the course. He can-
not be isolated in any way from the membership. A superinten-
dent has a need to know the membership to whom he is
responsible.

Superintendents must accept the responsibility for the long
term continuity of golf course operations. The frequent chang-
ing of club officials, changes in committees and the changeover
in membership tends to upset the continuity of club manage-
ment. Thus, all management people must influence a steady pro-
gressive program for total club operation.

Most private clubs operate under the committee system.
Members are elected to a Board of Directors and serve as chair-
man of various committees to oversee the services the member-
ship desires. The main committees, House, Golf and Greens,
employ respectively the Club Manager, the Course Superinten-
dent and the Golf Professional to run the club. These three
managers comprise a triumvirate whose job it is to see that the
club runs as directed. While the three each have overlapping
areas of responsibility, they report to their committee head and
thus to the Board of Directors.

Recently, attention has again been focused upon the concept
of club operations through a general manager. In the pure sense,
this means the employment of one individual who oversees the
entire club operation. He employs the golf pro, clubhouse
manager, and course superintendent, all three reporting to him.
This general manager becomes the link between the commit-
tees and the three department heads removing the three managers
from direct contact with the Board of Directors. The general

(cont'd. page 6)
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2 N 255 County Farm Rd. West Chicago, IL 60185
Phone: (312) 668-5537

257-6701

"Golf Course Work a Specialty"

LEMONT PAVING CO.
Lemont, IL 60439

Jim, Tracy, Ray Murphy

GOLF COURSE ARCHITECTS
639 First Bank Drive. Palatine, Illinois 60067 (312) 358·8884

FOR SHADE AND ORNAMENTAL TREES

HAMMER NURSERY INC. f
400 WEST FIRST STREET

ELMHURST, ILLINOIS 60126 .

MARK W. KROEGER NAPERVILLE,IL

~[ff
LAWN CARE TREE CARE

Weed, Crabgrass and Disease Tree Spraying, Feeding,
Control/Fertilizing Surgery. Trimming, Removal

HYDROSEEDING

RT. 2, BOX 518, LONG GROVE ROAD
LONG GROVE, ILLINOIS 60047 /(312)438-5161



• Jacobsen & Rowlands ... A combination that
can't be beat .
Now Rowlands offers a fine line of Jacobsen turf trucks.

•

T1000 - Comfortable. efficient. and husky best
describe the T1000 utility vehicle. It is gentle on
turf. easy to handle. and is perfect for the many
quick trips needed on golf courses I in city parks,
and on grounds at industrial or condominium
complexes. for hospital grounds. at a university
campus or athletic field. Total vehicle capacity of
1 .000 pounds.

In addition - there are a wide range of accessories and attachments that can be used on either the T1000 or
T2000. Adapter kits are also available for most all Cushman Implements.

ROWLANDJS 200 W. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington,l IL 60010

Equipment,Inc. 312-381-1084

T2000 - The T2000 is a durable I tough. low-
maintenance vehicle that is really looking for work.
And work it does I with the capability of hauling.
seeding. top dressing, aerating. spraying. and can
be utilized for the 100 and 1 other jobs where a
good turf truck is needed. Total vehicle capacity is
2 I 000 pounds.

Call Ken Quandt or
Averv Harris for

Information or Demo .

ISDU® (31-0·0) and PAR EX®
fertilizers with ISDU are custom

formulated for high maintenance. high
quality turfgrass. Check with your
local PAR EX territory manager or

distributor for other available grades.

20-0-16
.'j. Territory Manager

Thomas E. Skinner.IRs Keokuk, IA 319/524-8912
... M'" •. , .IMs .. 32-3-8

24-4-12 ."'"K. Turf Products Ltd..IRs .. ~ West Chicago, IL 312/668-5537

111M

I •
..
reIe~ Paarlburg Chemicals Co.

I
fertIIRr South Holland, IL 312/474-3086

•
Olsen Distributing Co.
Barrington, IL 312/381-9333

I~'~~' Professional Turf Specialties, Inc.• I~I~_~~ Champaign, IL 217/352-0591

1~I.. e~ Rowland's Equipment, Inc.
Barrington. IL 312/381-1084
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GOLF COURSE IRRIGATION
SALES CO.

Div. of Halloran & Yauch, Inc.
2040 Lehigh Ave., Glenview,IL 60025

CUSTOM PUMP HOUSE
CONSTRUCTION & REMODELINGI

IRRIGATION INSTALLATION
& REMODELING!

GOLF COURSE DRAINAGE SYSTEMS I

Call Us For Your Golf
Course Irrigation Needs!

(312) 729·1625

SUPPORT YOUR
ADVERTISERS

i:~.LAKE COOK
_ FARM

~ SUPPLY
Landscapers , Nurserymen , Golf Courses

• Turf and Agricultural Chemicals
• Common and Elite Turf Grass Seed
• Union Fork Tools
• Peat Moss - Bark - Mulches
• Root Lowell Sprayers
• Shaws and F.S. Fertilizers

WHOLESALE
SUPPLIER for

CUSTOM BLENDING OF BULK FERTILIZERS
OUR SPECIAL TV

Pickup or Delivered from our Bulk Fertilizer Plant
Custom Fertilizer Spreading Available

DISTRIBUTORS OF F.S. PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

GASOLINE. LUBE OIL. DIESEL FUEL

(§J LAKE COOKFARM SUPPLY
PETROLEUM TURF BULK FERTILIZER

DIVISION DIVISION PLANT
101 E. MAIN ST. 1214W NORTHWEST HWY. 170 CEDAR AVE.

LAKE ZURICH, IL 60047 PALATINE, IL 60067 LAKE VILLA, IL 60046

540-0100 991-4800 356-9600

manager alone communicates with the Board. Unless we as
superintendents recognize the problems of the general manager
concept, and do something about it, we all could become
foreman of golf course maintenance.

I believe it is important to point out that golf professionals, •.
club managers and golf course superintendents should all be
equally concerned for the welfare of their club, the welfare of
each other and the welfare of their respective professions. For
them to work equally for the common good of the club seems
appropriate and beneficial to everyone. Generally speaking, pros
and superintendents support the triumvirate organization, while
clubhouse managers favor the general manager concept.

The term General Manager, has become abrasive to
superintendents and we oppose general managers for a number
of reasons. Most importantly, general managership tends to
threaten the identity, the stability, the welfare and the profes-
sionalism of golf course superintendents. It makes the
superintendent subservient to the general manager. It decreases
the superintendent's potential salary level by demoting his
management level. Most harmful of all, it isolates the
superintendent from official contact with the Board of Direc-
tors. It is frequently the end of the superintendent's appearance
at committee and board meetings. It is essential that we have
the opportunity for liaison with the membership, the Greens
Committee members and the Board of Directors. It is to these
people that we sell our plans, our programs, our budgets and
ourselves.

I feel that country club board's are quick to accept the presum-
ed virtues of general managership. Many of them work in the
corporate world and are accustomed to the idea. A Board
believes that a general manager would reduce the demand for
personal time and effort. Actually, much time is wasted and
misinformation is dispersed when the technical experts, the golf
professional and superintendent, are not in attendance. If the
proper committee has met with the appropriate expert, the in-
formation can be accurately conveyed and acted upon.

Club Board's have not come to the realization that running
a club is quite different from running a corporation. A club is
an extension of the member's home and the members main con-
cern is with the pleasant rewards of social and recreational ac-
tivity. Efficiency and economy become equal with pleasure, ser-
vice, comfort and the member's ability to afford various levels
of luxury at their club.

My 29 years experience around country clubs has shown me
the weaknesses of the general manager arrangement. General
managers usually hire weak people as their department heads
because they are easy to control and stay in line. I've observed
that high calibre golf pros and superintendents rebel against a
club that attempts this arrangement. I have noticed country clubs
where management difficulties resulted in the firing of the club
manager prior to the golf season. The club went through the
entire season without a club manager. The club ran very well
with a competent staff working together.

To conclude, I would like to stress that it is important for
us to be cognizant of the problems generated when a general
manager is installed. We superintendents, along with the golf
professionals, must continue to sell and support the triumvirate
plan for club management. If golf professionals and
superintendents acquiesce or silently accept the general manager
concept, friction and resentment will build and the profes-
sionalism of our job will be diminished.
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the fungicide you are now using.
Ifyou're not using TERSAN®1991
fungicide you're not getting the best
brown patch and anthracnose con-
trol. Test results, like these from
Michigan State University on
anthracnose and the University of
Maryland on brown patch, prove
nothing works better than Du Pont
TERSAN1991 fungicide against these
two turf diseases.

Many new fungicides provide poor
control of brown patch and anthrac-
nose, especially under heavy disease
pressure. Their extended spray inter-
vals recommended for other turf dis-
eases, such as dollar spot, are too
long to provide adequate protection
against brown patch and anthracnose.

TERSAN1991 is well suited to han-
dle the heaviest disease pressure. Its
unique systemic activity withstands
heavy rainfall and frequent watering
for longer-lasting disease control.
And TERSAN1991 may be applied for
anthracnose control either preven-
tively or after the disease is already
present.

Schedule TERSAN1991 in your
summer spray program. Apply it in
tank mixtures or as supplemental
applications from June through
August, when brown patch and
anthracnose threaten .

You'll get tee-to-green control that
hits brown patch and anthracnose
hard. Control that university tests
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prove works even under heavy disease
pressure ...TERSAN1991. Only from
DuPont.
The following products are registered trademarks:
1Vorlan, Duosan, and Fungo 50- Mallinkrodt, Inc.
2 Bayleton- Mobay Chemical Co.
3 Rubigan-Elanco Products Co.
4 Daconil-SDS Biotech Corp.
5Clearys 3336- W.A. Cleary Chemical Corp.
6 Actidione TGF and Actidione RZ- TUCO Div of

UpjohnCo.

With any chemical, follow label instructions arid
warnings carefully.
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Bent Sod That
Fits Your Course
To a Tee!
from tee to
green ...

• PENNCROSS BENT SOD
• PENNEAGLE BENT SOD
• XL-100 BLEND SOD
• A FULL LINE OF LANDSCAPE

SUPPLIES
• DECORATIVE STONEsr-r"...,.........,r

• LANDSCAPE
TIMBERS

Illinois' largest sod grower

IlL.
3900 West 16
Markham, fL 60426 .

312-596-7200

Bradco 3-Pt. Hitch Backhoes ...

... feature exclusive rigid top link and cushion hitch to provide
operator safety and protection for the tractor.

Available in 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 and 13 foot digging depth models
for most tractors.

Martin Implement Sales, Inc.
16400 South 104th Avenue
Orland Park, IL60462
312·349·8430
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BROOKSIDE SOIL TESTING
and

IRRIGATION WATER ANALYSIS

includes complete report, and recommendations for
producing quality turf on golf courses.

ADV ANT ACES:
• Improves the environment of the grassesand eliminates

turf diseases
• Decreases expenses for pesticides
• Reduces thatch and eliminates fairway renovation
• Decreases expenses for costly fertilizers
• Healthy turf attracts more golfers and increases income

Contact:
V. J. Zolman and Son
2618 Harvey Avenue

Berwyn, Illinois 60402

Phone: (312) - 788-4565
(312) - 461-3679

A SHEM.llence IN
V NURSERIES.INCGRPORATED

Your authorized

()JucknerE

Distributor

Lombard Rd. at Lake St., Addison, IL 60101
(312) 773-8090
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Patch Diseases of Turfgrasses: An Update

by Houston B. Couch.
The classic 'patch' symptom pattern in turfgrass is one in

which the overall appearance of the area is characterized by
the blighting of the majority of the leaves of the plants in a sec-
tion of otherwise green turf. At present, there are 16 known
patch diseases of turfgrasses. Various members of this disease
group occur throughout the year on both warm-season and cool-
season turfgrasses. (See Table 1 for a complete list ofthe patch
diseases and the grasses they affect - page 15.)

The patch diseases are among the most difficult to diagnose.
This is due to the fact that some of the more dramatic symp-
toms associated with certain of these diseases can also be brought
on by stresses from the environment or improper management
practices. Also, the primary field diagnostic features for many
of the patch diseases closely resemble each other. For exam-
ple, one of the symptom patterns common to several of these
diseases is the so-called "frog-eye" effect. This is a more or
less circular area of blighted grass with a center of green, ap-
parently healthy plants. At present, nine patch diseases are
known to be capable of producing this type of symptom: (i)
spring dead spot of Bermudagrass, (ii) Fusarium patch, (iii)
Rhizoctonia yellow patch, (iv) necrotic ring spot, (v) take all
patch, (vi) Pythium blight, (vii) Fusarium blight, and (viii)
Rhizoctonia blight, and (ix) Sclerotium blight.

In addition to creating some confusion in diagnosis, the failure
to understand the fact that this "frog-eye" symptom pattern oc-
curs with many patch diseases other than Fusarium blight has
also led to confusion in the use of terminology. For example,
in the late 1970's, reports from Cornell University began to refer
to any patch disease that produced blighted grass with center
tufts of green plants as part of its symptom pattern as "Fusarium
blight syndrome."

The type of problem this has created in communications where
patch diseases are concerned is illustrated in a published report
on the results of the 1983 Cornell field disease control trials
(APS Fungicide and Nematicide Tests, Vol. 39, page 182). This
data shows two entirely different types of fungicides, the
Phycomycete (Pythium) specific fungicide Subdue and the non-
Phycomycete active fungicides Bayleton and Tersan 1991 all
controlling the same disease, "Fusarium blight syndrome," in
the same plots.

Since the ambiguity of this particular terminology has made
it impossible to understand exactly which disease is being refer-
red to, "Fusarium blight syndrome" is no longer considered
to be a valid designation for any of the patch diseases of
turfgrasses.
Research during the past 5 years has added much to our
understanding of both the cause and control of several of the
patch diseases. The nature of the fungus that causes winter
crown rot in Canada has been worked out. Three newly
recognized patch diseases (Liminomyces pink patch, necrotic
ring spot, and Phizoctonia yellow patch), are now included in
the spring and fall group. While, with the summer patch
diseases, a new entry, Sclerotium blight, has been added to the
list, diagnostic techniques have been refined for Pythium blight,
Rhizoctonia blight and Fusarium blight, and more effective
fungicides have been developed for the control of Pythium blight
and Fusarium blight.

In this report, we will not attempt to cover all of the patch

•

•

diseases. Instead, we will review the highlights of some of the
more recent research findings on the nature of the newly
recognized spring and summer diseases and outline some of the
latest developments in the "state of the art" which diagnosis
and control of certain of the other patch diseases are concerned.

Spring and Fall Patch Diseases
Necrotic Ring Spot

Necrotic ring spot is a newly recognized disease of turfgrass
in North America. It has been reported from the Pacific North-
west and northeastern, midwestern, and north central sections
of the United States. This disease can be very destructive on
Kentucky bluegrass and bentgrass. It also affects ryegrass, red
fescue, tall fescue and chewings fescue.

In the early stages of development, necrotic ring spot is seen
as irregular patches of grass that have a general appearance of
drought injury. The plants are often stunted or discolored; turn-
ing various shades of red, yellow or tan. As the disease pro-
gresses, these areas take on a dull tan to brown appearance.

The individual areas of dead grass are usually more or less
circular in outline, and may range from a few inches to several
feet in diameter. Eventually, many of the affected areas will
take on a distinctive "frog-eye" appearance. Also, as the thatch
decomposes in these areas, there develops a distinct "sunken
pocket" appearance to the turf.

Necrotic ring spot is incited by the fungus Leptosphaeria kor-
rae. Development of the disease is favored by cool wet weather
in the spring and fall. During April and May, heavy outbreaks
of the disease are known to occur after prolonged periods of
rainfall.

Field research reports from Washington State and Wiscon-
sin indicate that Chipco 26019 and Banner provide good con-
trol of necrotic ring spot, while Bayleton has been found to be
ineffective in controlling the disease.
Rhizoctonia Yellow Patch:

Rhizoctonia yellow patch is caused by Rhizoctonia cerealis.
This disease has been reported from Canada, northeastern
United Statees, the eastern seaboard states, Kentucky, and the
north central states. It can be very destructive to Kentucky
bluegrass, but causes only slight to moderate damage to creep-
ing bentgrass, tall fescue, Bermudagrass and zoysia.

During its early stages of development, Rhizoctonia yellow
patch appears as light green to distinctively yellow-green pat-
ches 2-3 inchs in diameter. In Kentucky bluegrass, the color
of these areas fade to a light tan to brown. The size of the in-
dividual patches may eventually extend up to 3 feet in diameter.
In the case of bentgrass, tall fescue, Bermudagrass or zoysia,
the color of the patches may remain yellow-green for several
weeks, but fail to turn brown. Eventually, the plants in these
areas may recover fully from the disease.

The "frog-eye" symptom pattern of distinct rings of yellow-
green to brown areas of grass with sections of healthy-appearing
plants in the centers is very common for Rhizoctonia yellow
patch. Also, these patches often have a pronounced sunken ap-
pearance due to the rapid decomposition of the thatch.

When conditions are particularly favorable for development
of the disease, the plants near the margins of the affected areas
will frequently have a characteristic reddish to reddish-purple
appearance. This discoloration begins at the leaf tip and then
moves progressively toward the sheath. (cont'd. page 11)
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INTRODUCING THE ()Juclmero GEARSHIFTER

* INTERNAL REPLACEMENT FOR TORO 690,

670, 650 GEARBOX

* ACHIEVE SAME RADIUS AND G.P.M. AT

10 P.S.I. LOWER PRESSURE

* WIDER NOZZLE SELECTION

* RUBBER COVER STA NDARD

* HEAVY DUTY BRONZE CONSTRUCTION

* FEWER PARTS, EASILY SERVICED IN THE FIELD

~Nz/.£~)'~
MODEL 10094 fits Toro 670& 650

$ 48.00 Net Each

MODEL 10114 fits Toro 690

* FIELD USE PROVEN IN THE ILLINOIS AREA $ 78.00 Net Each

~

FREE DEMONSTRATION
jlO~~ CJ3uiLaer6 PLUMBING SUPPLY COMPANY
~rJv IRRIGATION DIVISION Y~~1On ~..,.,,~~

I 3 3 South Route 53 Addison, lllinot. 10101

(312) 629-8100 - Cell Collect-

PRECISION BLENDED
TOP DRESSING

Custom blended to your specifications
by our modern equipment.

We sell an air-dried, uniform and
free flowing top dressing.

ASK THE MAN WHO HAS USED IT.

HUMUS - BLACK SOIL

HENRY FRENZER
Area Code 312

658-5303

620 Webster St.
Algonquin, IL

60102

Motor 180

Excellent for fairway, tees
Catchers available

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION NOW!
OLSEN DISTRIBUTING CO~1PANY

969 N. Pep'p~r Road
Barrington, Illinois 60010

1-312-381-9333
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